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Designing Leakage-Resilient Password Entry on
Head-Mounted Smart Wearable Glass Devices
Yan Li, Yao Cheng, Weizhi Meng , Senior Member, IEEE, Yingjiu Li , Member, IEEE,
and Robert H. Deng , Fellow, IEEE
Abstract— With the boom of Augmented Reality (AR) and
Virtual Reality (VR) applications, head-mounted smart wearable
glass devices are becoming popular to help users access various
services like E-mail freely. However, most existing password
entry schemes on smart glasses rely on additional computers or
mobile devices connected to smart glasses, which require users to
switch between different systems and devices. This may greatly
lower the practicability and usability of smart glasses. In this
paper, we focus on this challenge and design three practical
anti-eavesdropping password entry schemes on stand-alone smart
glasses, named gTapper, gRotator and gTalker. The main idea is
to break the correlation between the underlying password and
the interaction observable to adversaries. In our IRB-approved
user study, these schemes are found to be easy-to-use without
additional hardware under various test conditions, where the
participants can enter their passwords within moderate time,
at high accuracy, and in various situations.
Index Terms— Password entry, anti-eavesdropping, smart
glasses, head-mounted device, usability and security.
I. INTRODUCTION
DUE to the convenient and efficient capability of con-necting individuals and cyberspace, head-mounted smart
wearable devices are becoming prevalent, e.g., smart glasses.
By wearing compact and lightweight smart glasses, users can
access various services, such as personal email and online
social network, and map services, in a hand-free manner at
any place and at any time, through Augmented Reality (AR)
or Virtual Reality (VR) [2], [3]. To protect these devices from
unauthorized access, password-based user authentication has
been pervasively used to validate users’ identity. However,
such authentication mechanism has intrinsic vulnerabilities,
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e.g., eavesdropping attackers can leak users’ password by
directly or indirectly observing password entry procedure via
accessible channels. This kind of attack is particularly effective
in practical scenarios, since smart glasses are usually used
in public areas and outdoors that are vulnerable to password
leakage.
In order to thwart the threat of eavesdropping attacks, prior
research focuses on improving anti-eavesdropping password
entry on desktops, laptops, smartphones and tablets [4]–[6].
However, most of them suffered from both security and usabil-
ity issues (i.e., some schemes may need up to 221 seconds
per login attempt) [6]–[8]. To achieve better security and
usability, it is necessary to use a protected environment to
hide certain user interaction during the password entry [7],
[9]. While this solution is not suitable to protect password
entry on smart glasses due to the following reasons. Firstly,
the traditional input equipment like keyboard and touch screen
is not available on the smart glasses according to the compact
and lightweight design. Secondly, smart glasses have a much
smaller screen than the PC monitors and phone screens. Then,
smart glasses have limited hardware support.
Motivations. Most existing password entry schemes on
smart glasses require users to input their passwords by con-
necting the glasses with additional PCs or mobile devices,
whereas the additional devices may not be always avail-
able or accessible in certain scenarios, especially in public
places and outdoors. In this case, users may need to switch
between smart glasses and mobile devices for password entry.
Such interrupted user experience may lead to more inputting
errors, and even raise users’ stress and anxiety [10] when
they perform important tasks like AR-based or VR-based
payment [11]. Moreover, Near-Eye-Display (NED) screens
have also been exploited on Google Glass, which is a tiny
optical instrument to reflect and magnify the display to users’
eyes [12]. It is found that the NED screen can help solve
part of password leakage, but is still hard to fully protect the
password entry [13]. As a result, how to design a secure and
usable anti-eavesdropping password entry scheme for smart
glasses remains a challenge.
Contributions. In this paper, we focus on this challenge
and design three anti-eavesdropping password entry schemes
for smart glasses, named gTapper, gRotator and gTalker.
As the NED screen has been widely deployed in smart glasses,
it plays an important role in our scheme design. There are
several features of a typical NED screen. 1) In order to
present clear and sharp display to users, the NED screen
1556-6013 © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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is head-mounted. It is fixed on the smart glass frame and
placed physically close to the users’ eyes [12]. 2) Thanks to
its compact size and physical proximity to the users’ eyes,
the NED screen can privately display information to users
without being observed by others. This characteristic can be
used to deliver hidden information, breaking the correlation
between the underlying password and the interaction observ-
able to an adversary.
Due to these features, our schemes do not require any
additional hardware or external devices other than a touch
pad, a gyroscope, and a microphone, which are commonly
available on smart glasses. To enter password, our schemes
require users to perform simple gestures on the touch pad,
slightly rotate head, or speak numbers based on the hidden
information displayed on the NED screen of smart glasses.
In the evaluation, we implemented the proposed schemes on
Google Glass, which is a popular commercial smart glasses,
and conducted a user study with 57 participants. To simulate
common users’ daily usage of password entry, our user study
considers various practical conditions in relation to normal
entry, time pressure and distraction. The contributions can be
summarized as follows.
• We focus on the security of smart glasses and design
three password entry schemes to defend against eaves-
dropping attacks. Our goal is to ensure that no password
information except password length might be leaked,
no matter how powerful an attacker is and how many
password entry sessions the attacker can observe during
an eavesdropping attack.
• We implement our schemes on Google Glass to
accommodate different users’ preferences. The designed
schemes do not need any additional hardware other than
a touch pad, a gyroscope, and a microphone, which
are commonly available on smart glasses. In this case,
our schemes have a big potential to be implemented on
commodity smart glasses in practice.
• In the evaluation, we conduct a user study to evaluate the
scheme usability by considering multiple test conditions
in practical scenarios. Experimental results with different
time pressure and distraction levels indicate that our
schemes can provide better security with good usability
as compared to existing schemes.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
Section II summarizes related work on eavesdropping attacks,
design principles, and entry schemes. In Section III, we intro-
duce the basic functionalities of smart glasses, and discuss
the issue of password leakage under eavesdropping attacks.
Section IV describes our designed anti-eavesdropping pass-
word entry schemes on smart glasses: gTapper, gRotator and
gTalker. Section V makes a user study to evaluate the scheme
performance in the aspects of security and usability. Section VI
discusses password length and points out limitations of our
work. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce related work regarding
anti-eavesdropping password entry, including eavesdropping
attacks, design principles, and entry schemes.
Eavesdropping attacks. This type of attacks against pass-
word entry can be categorized into external eavesdropping
and internal eavesdropping. Depending on the exploitable
attack channels, the former can be further classified into
vision-based attack, motion-based attack, and acoustics-based
attack. 1) Under the vision-based attack, an adversary can
directly view or record videos about a victim’s password entry
and then infer the victim’s password by analyzing various
clues in the video [14]–[16]. 2) Under the motion-based attack,
an adversary may attack remotely by accessing arm-mounted
motion sensors equipped on a smart wearable device
[17]–[19]. For instance, Liu et al. [17] explored such threat by
showing the feasibility of inferring users’ PINs and typed texts
through sensor data on smart watch. Wang et al. [18] further
demonstrated that motion data from wrist-worn devices can be
used to distinguish mm-level distances in users’ hand move-
ments during password input. 3) Under the acoustics-based
attack, an adversary can record audio signals about password
entry and infer a victim’s password by analyzing the ringtones
and keystroke acoustics from the recorded audio [20].
On the other hand, internal eavesdropping attacks can
be further classified into unprivileged attacks and privileged
attacks. The first type of attacks can be launched by an
adversary based on unprivileged access to password entry data.
As a typical example, as the motion sensor data on smart
devices could be accessed by any applications, an adversary
may recover a victim’s movements during the password entry
process and then find the underlying password [21]. By con-
trast, the second type of attacks allows an adversary to reach
the internal memory of a victim’s device via malware, logic
key logger, and network traffic monitor [22]. It is worth noting
that our designed schemes can be used to mitigate the unpriv-
ileged attacks, while may still be subject to the privileged
attacks that can be controlled by other security mechanisms
and proper configuration of operating systems [23].
Design principles. Different design principles have been
proposed for designing anti-eavesdropping password entry
schemes. On one hand, Schaub et al. [24] analyzed how
the virtual keyboard UI design on mobile devices affects
the effectiveness of the vision-based eavesdropping attacks
and suggested to alter the virtual keyboard UI appearance
to lower the success rate of the vision-based eavesdropping
attacks. However, the suggestions cannot perfectly prevent the
eavesdropping attacks. Forget et al. [25] proposed a graphical
password based scheme with cued-recall nature to help users
memorize passwords and captured eye gaze as input methods,
which claimed to be better than text password and typing
method. Unfortunately, the proposed design is slow in login
process (53.5 seconds) and is not suitable for smart glass with
tiny screen and no camera tracking eyes.
On the other hand, Roth et al. [26] introduced an approach
of using a cognitive trapdoor game to transform the knowl-
edge of underlying password into obfuscated responses for
password entry. Li et al. [6] pointed out several design
principles, including time-variant responses, uncertainty, and
balance. Later, Yan et al. [9] introduced the design principles
against brute force attacks and generic statistical attacks. The
three research studies above indicate that it is necessary to use
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certain secure channel between a user and the device during
password entry to achieve provable security and high usability.
Horcher et al. [27] suggested that the optimized size and
design layout of virtual keyboards, and the consideration of
security, usability and anticipatory behavior, can help prevent
the eavesdropping attacks. This work follows these principles
in designing our schemes.
Entry schemes. Many user authentication schemes have
been proposed to resist against eavesdropping attacks.
Ginzburg et al. [28] proposed an authentication scheme that
can verify users via random challenges, but the scheme
workload is high as users have to memorize a formula for
authentication. Weinshal [5] designed a CAS scheme based
on the cognitive capability of human beings. It requires a
user to identify around 30 secret pictures and find out a
path among 80 pictures randomly displayed on the screen
in only one single round. According to the analysis in [5],
CAS may expose a high usability cost, which may take
up to 221 seconds per login attempt. Moreover, it requires
10 rounds of authentication attempts to mitigate brute-force
attacks. Then, some eye-gaze based schemes were proposed
for inputting passwords [29]. Unfortunately, such schemes
require extra hardware-based eye-tracking tools that are often
not available on existing smart glasses.
Li et al. [9] proposed a scheme, called CoverPad, to protect
the password entry process on mobile phones and tablets
with acceptable usability. It leverages a temporary secure
channel between user and touch screen in order to transform
a password during the password entry. This aims to prevent
an adversary from inferring any information by monitoring
a user’s inputting behaviour. Due to the compact and light-
weight design of smart glasses, it is difficult to apply the
existing anti-eavesdropping password entry schemes to smart
glasses. Li et al. [1] designed a series of anti-eavesdropping
password entry schemes for smart glasses and presented
preliminary results of the scheme performance. This work
significantly extends the above work in four major aspects.
Firstly, an important internal eavesdropping adversary model
is introduced and analyzed. Secondly, the experiments involve
distraction levels, multiple modalities, and six test cases that
are important to evaluate the usability and practicability of our
schemes in real-world scenarios. Thirdly, more comprehensive
and thorough evaluation and analysis are provided. Fourthly,
a more thorough literature review is presented.
III. PRELIMINARIES
Smart glasses have attracted much attention from both
academia and industry. In this section, we briefly introduce
the basic design and functionalities of smart glasses, and then
analyze the issue of password leakage under eavesdropping
attacks.
A. Background
Smart glasses are emerging smart wearable devices and play
an important role in both AR and VR applications. There are
several commercialized products available in current market,
such as Google Glass made by Google and HoloLens made
Fig. 1. The design of Google Glass.
by Microsoft [2], [3]. Generally, smart glasses can adopt dif-
ferent operating systems, like Android Wear in Google Glass
and Windows Holographic in HoloLens. Users can install
various applications and access a set of services, i.e., check-
ing personal Emails, chatting with friends online, searching
geographic information on personalized digital map, and so
on. A typical smart glasses is usually equipped with a tiny
head-mounted NED screen and multiple sensors to support
user interaction and improve user experience, i.e., collecting
the information about users and environments. The sensors
may include a small touch pad, a gyroscope and a microphone,
while the NED screen allows users to easily interact with the
smart glasses. Due to the compact and lightweight design,
traditional input equipments like keyboard and touch screen
are not available on the smart glasses. This is because these
traditional equipments are too heavy or too big to deploy on
smart glasses.
In this work, we adopt Google Glass Explorer Edition
(XE) 2 (with Android Glass OS) [12] as the main plat-
form during our implementation and evaluation, which is
one type of popular commercialized smart glasses products
in current market. It is powered by a variation of common
features and functionalities of smart glasses, and provides
Android-based programmable API. More specifically, Google
Glass is equipped with a 0.5-inch NED screen (0.75 inch in
length and 0.375 inch in width) located in front of a user’s
right eye (see Figure 1). The tiny NED screen is designed
to reflect and magnify the display view for users. The screen
is placed physically close to the right eye for a clearer and
sharper view (approximately 1 inch between the NED screen
and the right eye) [12].
As mentioned earlier, multiple sensors are embedded on
the right side of Google Glass frame to facilitate users’
operations, including a touch pad, a gyroscope, and a micro-
phone. In particular, the touch pad with 3.25-inch long enables
gesture-based user interactions on Google Glass, supporting
simple gestures like finger tap and finger swipe [12]. As a kind
of head-mounted device, Google Glass also tracks the user’s
head movement and reacts based on the data collected from the
gyroscope. For example, users can select items from a menu
list on Google Glass by rotating his/her head. In addition,
as Google Glass supports speech recognition-based user inter-
action, users can send voice commands via the microphone
directly.
B. Eavesdropping Attacks Against Password Entry
Up to date, traditional password-based user authentication is
still widely adopted; however, this kind of authentication has
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intrinsic limitations, i.e., vulnerable to eavesdropping attacks,
where an adversary may disclose or infer a victim’s password
by observing and analyzing the password entry process.
Because of the compact size of smart glasses, current
commercialized smart glasses products, like Google Glass and
HoloLens, always require users to enter their plaintext pass-
words through additional trusted PCs with keyboards or trusted
mobile phones/tablets with touch-screens. For this purpose,
the PC and the mobile phone/tablet must be connected to
the smart glasses during the whole password entry process.
This makes the password entry on smart glasses especially
suffers from password leakage, as users’ passwords could be
captured by various eavesdropping tools such as recording
camera, malware, and key logger. Based on what kind of
information can be accessed by an adversary, eavesdropping
attacks on smart glasses can be categorized as external and
internal eavesdropping.
External eavesdropping. Regarding the first type of eaves-
dropping attacks, an adversary can exploit channels outside
smart glasses to infer victim’s password. Based on the spec-
ified channels, such attacks can be further classified into
vision-based attacks, motion-based attacks, and acoustics-
based attacks.
• Under the vision-based attacks, an adversary is able to
directly watch or video-tape a victim’s password entry
process, where all the finger movements, gestures, and
head movements can be observed. Then attackers may
infer the victim’s password by analyzing the observed
movements. It is worth noting that suck type of attacks
does not necessarily need physical proximity between
the adversary and the victim, because video surveillance
systems are widely deployed in various public places and
most of them are even connected to the Internet.
• Under the motion-based attacks, an adversary can esti-
mate and track a victim’s movements like finger move-
ments and arm movements by means of additional equip-
ments during the password entry. These estimated move-
ments can facilitate an adversary to infer users’ pass-
words. More importantly, attackers can remotely launch
such attacks without any requirement on the physical
proximity to the victim. For instance, smart watches,
e.g., Samsung Galaxy Gear and Apple Watch [30] are
particularly vulnerable to this kind of attacks, because
they already provide built-in motion sensors such as
gyroscopes and accelerometers.
• Under the acoustics-based attacks, an adversary can cap-
ture audio signals during the password entry process.
Traditionally, this type of attacks relies on whether users’
key pressing actions can be distinguished by tone pat-
terns, i.e., on an old-fashioned phone. However, as speech
recognition has become much popular and prevalent on
mobile phones and smart glasses, an adversary could have
more opportunities to conduct effective acoustics-based
attacks when users play voice commands during the
password entry.
Internal eavesdropping. As compared to the external
eavesdropping, internal eavesdropping is more powerful, since
an adversary can exploit internal channels and access internal
states of smart glasses. Based on whether the specific priv-
ileges are declared, there are mainly two types of internal
eavesdropping: unprivileged and privileged. The former is
most likely to happen when the sensor data on the smart
glasses can be accessed by an adversary without requiring
any privileges directly. Attackers can estimate a victim’s move-
ments and infer the input passwords during the password entry
by analyzing the available sensor data. For example, motion
sensors like gyroscope and accelerometer are typical sensors,
which are accessible by applications and background services
without declaring specific permissions on Android [31]. Thus,
it opens a hole for unprivileged malware to collect necessary
motion sensor data and infer passwords.
IV. DESIGN OVERVIEW
In this section, we introduce our design goals and three
anti-eavesdropping password entry schemes: gTapper, gRota-
tor and gTalker on smart glasses.
A. Design Goals
To design practical anti-eavesdropping of password entry
on smart glasses, it is important that the schemes do not need
to rely on any additional devices, which may not be always
available in a real environment. Even if these devices are
available, they may not resist against eavesdropping attacks.
In addition to retaining most benefits of traditional passwords,
our design goals can be explained from security, practicability,
and usability perspectives.
• In order to protect password-based user authentication on
smart glasses, a desirable scheme should minimize the
threat of password leakage during the whole password
entry process. In practice, smart glasses can be often
used in various environments, especially public areas,
an adversary has a big opportunity to steal passwords,
including external eavesdropping and unprivileged inter-
nal eavesdropping as described in Section III-B. The
adversary can infer the credentials by observing the
entry process and analyzing the correlation between the
observed information and underlying password. As a
result, it is important to decouple the link in-between.
• Then, a desirable scheme should be pervasively accessible
on smart glasses in practical settings. For this purpose,
it is preferable no additional devices or external to be
involved, as these devices or hardware may not be always
available or accessible in a real scenario like outdoor and
public areas. The scheme is expected to be constructed
by using the built-in hardware and functionalities, which
are commonly available on existing commodity smart
glasses.
• A desirable scheme should provide good usability, i.e,
preserving the benefits of legacy password such as
nothing-to-carry and easy-to-use features [32]. Therefore,
intuitive and simple operations are preferable for users
during the password entry, especially in inconvenient
environments, e.g., crowded places.
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B. Design of Password Entry Schemes
Most existing smart glasses have typical built-in hardware
and sensors, including an NED screen, a touch pad, a gyro-
scope, and a microphone. As mentioned in Section III-A,
because of the tiny size and physical proximity to a user’s eye,
it is difficult for an adversary, even a hidden camera, to access
the channel between the NED screen and the users without
causing awareness. Thus, our designed schemes can use the
NED screen to display information privately to a user without
being noticed. In addition, our schemes adopt a set of simple
and typical interaction operations on smart glasses, including
finger gestures, head movements and human voice by means
of the touch pad, gyroscope, and microphone. Overall, we take
advantage of these hardware and interaction channels to design
our schemes on smart glasses.
Regarding our design, we assume a server and a user agree
on a n-length password pwd = (p1, p2, . . . , pn). For each
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} in an authentication process, a hidden random
keypad i (·) is privately displayed to the user through the
NED screen on smart glasses during the process of password
entry. The hidden random keypad i (·) defines a random
mapping  →  where  is the set of all elements contained
in the password alphabet and  is the set of all candidate
user operations via a user-device interaction channel. Note
that in each round i , a new random mapping i (·) (i.e., a new
hidden keypad) is drawn from the universal set of the candidate
mappings  →  following uniform distribution. Thus, given
the hidden keypad i (·), users have to perform corresponding
operations opi = i (pi ) via the interaction channel in order
to select the correct underlying password element pi in pwd .
The observable response operation opi by the user for the
same password element is uniformly randomized due to the
hidden random keypad i (·). Therefore, as long as i (·) is not
disclosed, an adversary cannot infer any useful information
from opi to discover the underlying password element pi ,
even through external eavesdropping and unprivileged internal
eavesdropping attacks. As the hidden keypad is privately
delivered to the user via the NED screen, it is difficult for
adversaries to compromise this delivery channel. The detailed
security analysis will be discussed later in this section.
During the password entry process, different users may have
various response operations and hidden random mappings.
According to the specific interaction channels, we design and
implement three anti-eavesdropping password entry schemes,
named as gTapper, gRotator, and gTalker.
C. gTapper
This scheme of gTapper is designed based on the small
touch-pad that is widely available on most smart glasses [12].
The pad accepts users’ finger gestures as input signals,
including tapping, pressing, and swiping with different fingers
towards various directions.
Typically, this scheme adopts the password alphabet 
to be comprised of all single-digit numbers from 0 to 9.
To implement gTapper, the hidden keypad contains 10 numbers
as shown in Figure 2(a). In each round i , gTapper randomly
selects a number si ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 9} and sets the focus
Fig. 2. Demonstration of gTapper and gestures.
on that number si , i.e., Figure 2(a) shows that the number
of 5 is focused in the hidden keypad. It is worth noting
that users can locate the keys easily and swiftly, as the key
locations would not change. To change the number focus
in either descending or ascending order, users have to use
one finger to swipe forward or backward on the touch pad,
as shown in Figure 2(b). To summarize, users can use one
finger to shift the number focus to (si − 1) mod 10 or
(si + 1) mod 10, by swiping forward once or by swiping
backward once. In this scheme, we only consider two intuitive
gestures to shift focus like swiping forward/backward in order
to reduce users’ mental preparation and workload [33], which
is also examined and observed in our pilot study.
To enter a password element pi ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 9} in round
i , a user has to shift the number focus to pi on the keypad
from the initially focused number si by swiping forward or
backward for opi times, where opi = (si − pi ) mod 10 or
opi = (pi − si ) mod 10 respectively. Then the user can enter
the selected number pi with a one-finger tap on the touch
pad. Taking Figure 2(a) as an example, if given an underlying
password element 7 and a hidden keypad in which the focused
number is set to 5, a user can select and enter this password
element 7 on the hidden keypad, by swiping backward with
one finger on the touch-pad for 2 = 7 − 5 times.
Security Analysis of gTapper. During the user’s password
entry, as attackers can directly or indirectly observe the user’s
operations in each round i through external eavesdropping
attacks and unprivileged internal eavesdropping attacks, they
can know user operations on gTapper including swiping for-
ward/backward on the touch pad and the number of swiping
operations. Based on the observation in round i , attackers can
know the number and the directions of shifts from the initially
focused number to the i -th element of the password. However,
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since the hidden keypad is protected, it is hard for attackers
to know what the initially focused number is and therefore
cannot infer the i -th element of the password.
Proof: Given the user operation opi in any round i , the ini-
tially focused number si , and any two elements px and py in a
w-sized password alphabet (password alphabet {0, 1, 2, . . . , 9}
with w = 10), let Pr(opi |px) and Pr(opi |py) be the prob-
abilities for the operation opi when the underlying password
elements are px and py, respectively. Thus, if the observed
user operation is swiping forward, we have Pr(opi |px) =
Pr(opi = si − px mod w) = Pr(si = px + opi mod w) =
Pr(si = C) = 1/w = Pr(opi |py) for any i , x , and y, while
if the observed user operation is swiping backward, we have
Pr(opi |px) = Pr(opi = px − si mod w) = Pr(si =
px − opi mod w) = Pr(si = C) = 1/w = Pr(opi |py)
for any i , x , and y, where C can be any integer randomly
drawn from {0, 1, 2, . . . , 9}. The sequence of user operations
observed by an adversary is equivalent to a random sequence.
The adversary cannot distinguish the i -th element in the under-
lying password between any two elements in the password
alphabet. 
D. gRotator
The design of gRotator relies on a gyroscope, which is
widely available on existing smart glasses for detecting and
tracking users’ head motions, like head rotations. In this case,
gRotator allows users to select and enter password elements
via head rotation movements.
Similar to the first scheme, gRotator adopts the alphabet
of password  to have all single-digit numbers from 0 to 9.
The hidden keypad of gRotator is comprised of two number
screens: a small number screen Cs and a big number screen
Cb, where Cs ⊂ , Cb ⊂ , Cs∪Cb = , and cs < cb for any
cs ∈ Cs and cb ∈ Cb. In our implementation, we set the two
number screens as Cs = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and Cb = {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}.
At any time, only one number screen would be displayed for
the sake of the limited size of NED screen and the inaccurate
control of head movements by human beings.
Figure 3(a) shows the big number screen in our imple-
mentation. In each round i , five numbers and their positions
would be randomly shuffled. One number screen would be
randomly displayed as the initial screen under the uniform
distribution. To change the number screen, users have to swipe
forward with one finger on the touch-pad, if the i -th underlying
password element is not included in the displayed number
screen. To select a number, users have to rotate his or her head
according to the number position on the screen. As shown
in Figure 3(b), users may need to select a number located
at top, at bottom, on the left, on the right, or in the center
by raising head, lowering head, rotating head towards left,
rotating head towards right, or heading upright, respectively.
Taking Figure 3(a) as an example, a user needs to raise his or
her head up, as the number of 7 is located at the top of the
displayed screen.
In order to determine and track users’ head movements,
we can estimate the movements based on the motion data
captured by the gyroscope, including angular speeds on three
Fig. 3. Demonstration of gRotator and head movements.
Fig. 4. A typical motion sensor coordinate system on smart glasses.
orthogonal axes (i.e., axis X , axis Y , and axis Z ) from the
motion sensor coordinate system [2]. With the estimation of
head rotations, users can easily input password elements by
performing corresponding head rotations. Figure 4 depicts the
typical motion sensor coordinate system on the NED screen.
Generally, axis X is horizontal that points to the right; axis
Y is vertical that points to the up; and axis Z points toward
a user’s face. In terms of the angular speed, we can estimate
users’ head rotation using a dead-reckoning algorithm [34]. Let
Rti = (rx,ti , ry,ti , rz,ti ) be the angular speed generated by the
gyroscope at time ti . The rotation angle along each axis can be
calculated by the trapezoidal rule for integral approximation
as follows.
θs,ti = (rs,ti−1 + rs,ti ) · (ti − ti−1)/2 (1)
where s ∈ {x, y, z}. Note that (θx,ti , θy,ti , θz,ti ) is also called
as Cardan angles in 3D coordinate system [35]. For simplicity,
we use angle θx,ti and angle θy,ti to determine the up/down
directions and left/right directions of head movements starting
from an initial head pose, which is defined as the user’s frontal
face head pose. This pose can be calibrated and set at the
moment when a user initially launches gRotator or when a
user taps on the touch-pad with two fingers together.
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In practice, users may easily cause abrupt changes to affect
the estimation of head rotation directions, due to the inaccurate
control of head poses [36]. For this issue, we apply thresholds
ξv and ξh for up/down direction and left/right direction,
respectively. Thus, the estimation of head rotation direction




up θx,ti ≤ (−1) · ξv and |θy,ti | < ξh
down θx,ti ≥ ξv and |θy,ti | < ξh
left θy,ti ≥ ξh and |θx,ti | < ξv
right θy,ti ≤ (−1) · ξh and |θx,ti | < ξv
upright |θx,ti | < ξv and |θy,ti | < ξh
(2)
where ξv ≥ 0 and ξh ≥ 0. It is worth noting that θx,ti
and θy,ti would be negative values if the rotation directions
of axis X and axis Y are counter-clockwise [2]. According
to [33], the best performance for determining the head rotation
directions can be achieved at ξv = 15◦ and ξh = 25◦, which
is also examined in our pilot study.
Security Analysis of gRotator. As attackers can observe
user operations like swiping on the touch pad and head
rotations, they may know in each round whether the user
changes the number screen displayed initially and know the
exact positions of the underlying password elements located in
the displayed number screen. However, as long as the hidden
keypad, including the two number screens, is not disclosed,
the adversary would not know which number screen is chosen
by the user nor the mapping between the 5 numbers and the
positions in the displayed screen. Therefore, the adversary
cannot infer any element of the underlying password.
Proof: Given the user operation opi in any round i and
any two elements px and py in 10-sized password alphabet
{0, 1, 2, . . . , 9}, let Pr(opi |px) and Pr(opi |py) be the prob-
abilities for the operation opi when the underlying password
elements are px and py , respectively. Based on the design
of gRotator, one of the two number screens Cs and Cb is
randomly drawn from a uniform distribution and displayed
initially (i.e., with a probability of 12 ). Each number screen
contains 5 numbers whose positions are randomly shuffled.
Thus we have Pr(opi |px) = 12 ·Pr(px ∈ direction of opi) =
1
2 · P44 /P55 = 12 · 4!/5! = 110 = Pr(opi |py) for any i , x , and
y. Thus an adversary gains no advantage for distinguishing
the i -th element in the underlying password between any
two elements in the password alphabet by observing users’
operations. 
E. gTalker
The design of gTalker depends on a speech
recognition-enabled built-in microphone, which can take
a user’s speech as input. With the microphone, smart glasses
can recognize and react to the speech content.
For implementation, gTalker adopts the alphabet of pass-
word as  = {0, 1, 2, . . . , 9}. Figure 5 shows the hidden
keypad’s layout of gTalker, where every white number p is
followed by an underlined red number s. The hidden keypad
consists of two keypads, one original keypad with all white
numbers and one transformed keypad with all underlined red
Fig. 5. Demonstration of gTalker.
numbers. In each round i , white numbers would remain their
positions while underlined red numbers would shuffle their
positions randomly. For each white number pk = k, let sik
denote the corresponding underlined red number in round i ,
where k ∈  and sik ∈ . For ∀ j, k ∈  and j 
= k, si j 
= sik
holds.
To enter an underlying password element k, users have to
firstly identify the position of a white number pk , and then
speak out the underlined red number sik . For authentication,
gTalker should receive the right pk and recognize the correct
number sik said by the user. It is worth noting that the mapping
relationship between the original keypad and the transformed
keypad would not the same in each round. For example,
as shown in Figure 5, if given an underlying password element
7 and the hidden keypad, a user has to select and enter the
password element 7 and speak out 6 for authentication (note
that the white number is 7 while the followed red number is
6 in the hidden keypad).
To recognize a user’s input, gTalker uses an offline speech
recognition function available in Android API [37], which is
developed based on deep neural networks with hidden Markov
models (DNN-HMM) [38], [39]. This speech recognition func-
tion is selected for gTalker, due to its speaker-independence
and low word error rate (WER) [38].
Security Analysis of gTalker. For gTalker, an adversary
may know the number spoken by the user in each round i .
However, as long as the transformed keypad is not dis-
closed, the adversary does not know the random mapping
between the original keypad and the transformed keypad.
Therefore, the adversary cannot infer the i -th element of the
underlying password in each round i .
Proof: Given the number sik spoken by the user in any
round i and any two elements px and py in a w-sized password
alphabet (w = 10 in our implementation), let Pr(sik |px) and
Pr(sik |py) denote the probabilities of observing a number
sik when the underlying password elements are px and py,
respectively. Because the original keypad remains unchanged
while the transformed keypad randomly shuffles in each round,
we have Pr(sik |px) = Pw−1w−1 /Pww = (w − 1)!/w! = 1/w =
Pr(sik |py) for all i , x , and y. Thus an attacker gains no
advantage for distinguishing the i -th element in the underlying
password between any two elements in the password alphabet
by observing the number spoken by the user. 
V. DATA COLLECTION AND EVALUATION
A. Data Collection and Methodology
To evaluate the scheme performance, we got an IRB
approval and recruited up to 57 participants from our
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university via recruiting emails, including 29 males and
28 females aged between 19 and 28. It is worth noting that a
numerical identifier is assigned to each participant to protect
their privacy. In the study, each participant has to spend around
60 minutes in a quiet room and is paid with 10 dollars as com-
pensation. In particular, the study contains three major parts,
which are developed based on a within-subjects design [40].
After completing each part, participants can have a short break
for 1-3 minutes before they move to the next part. Prior
to the main user study, we conducted a pilot study among
10 internal users in order to validate the design of the user
study procedures and select proper experimental settings and
parameters. The details of each part in the main user study are
described as below.
• In the first part, we briefly explain the purpose of our
study to each participant, and introduce how to use
the designed schemes, including gTapper, gRotator, and
gTalker on Google Glass. More specifically, we provide
each participant with Google Glass and teach them how
to use in an interactive step-by-step manner to make sure
that every participant understands how to perform the
experiments.
• In the second part, each participant is requested to use
gTapper, gRotator, and gTalker as three test groups.
To avoid the learning effect on the scheme performance,
all schemes are assigned to each participant in a random
sequence. In each test group, participants have to remem-
ber a password randomly generated at the beginning
and the same password would be used in the same
test group. The password is a 6-digit PIN, which has
been commonly employed in most real-world scenarios,
e.g., online banking services. If a participant forgets the
assigned password, they can use a ‘show the password’
function by swiping up with one finger on the touch pad.
• In the last part, each participant is asked to give feed-
back via an online questionnaire with a 5-point Likert
scale. The online questionnaire contains 15 questions
and collects users’ knowledge background and previous
experience of smart devices, perception of the security of
user authentication, and perception and attitudes towards
our designed password entry schemes.
More specifically, in each test group, we adopted six test
conditions to evaluate the impact of time pressure and distrac-
tion during the password entry. These test conditions are used
to simulate a common and practical usage scenario when users
input their passwords. In practice, users may need to log into
a system/service emergently and complete the password entry
process within a time limit (time pressure-related conditions),
or users are interrupted and respond to tasks in emergency or
higher priority during the password entry (distraction-related
conditions). For example, a user may suspend the password
entry and rotate his/her head to talk to his/her colleague when
it is necessary. The detailed test conditions are discussed next.
B. Test Conditions
To simulate a practical scenario, we employed a timer
and some secondary tasks in particular tests. The timer is
designed to give participants time pressure by showing how
much time left for the existing test. In a test, the timer was
implemented with a text field and displayed a countdown
number in second, at the top left corner on the NED screen.
The secondary tasks aim to simulate conditions related to
unexpected distraction. In the study, we adopted multiple
modality presented secondary tasks, which are often used in
research fields, e.g., experimental psychology [41], [42]. The
goal of using multiple modality presented secondary tasks is
to investigate the influence of modality switch in dual-task
experiments [41].
With these secondary tasks, the primary task can be evalu-
ated based on the presence of different modality presentation
in the secondary tasks. The important modalities include a
linguistic modality and a spatial modality, which conduct
linguistic/spatial processes [41], [42]. We select these two
modalities in our secondary tasks, because they are common
in real-world scenarios, such as immediately responding to
chatting requests from others during the password entry. In our
tests, a participant is either required to speak out a displayed
number in a secondary task with the linguistic modality,
or required to rotate his/her head according to a displayed
direction in a secondary task with the spatial modality.
In the study, we consider the following two conditions to
test the impact of time pressure: normal condition and timed
condition.
• Normal condition: participants are required to minimize
their failure rate in a fixed number of login attempts with-
out enforced time limitation. By considering a common
scenario, we set the number of login attempts as 3.
• Timed condition: participants are required to reach as
many successful logins as possible within a fixed time
period. In the tests, by considering the usability, we set
the time limit for gTapper and gRotator as one minute
but increase the time limit for gTalker to two minutes.
The time limits are carefully selected based on the users’
feedback and data quality requirements in our pilot study
in order to avoid the users’ uncomfortable experiences
and insufficient data in the experiments.
For secondary tasks, we define the following distraction
levels that were used in the distraction-related test conditions.
• No distraction: participants only need to perform the
login task.
• Distraction: when a participant performs the login task,
a secondary task may appear with a 1/3 probability each
time asking the participant to complete a single element
entry. In particular, either a speaking number task or a
head rotation task would be selected as the secondary task
with a 1/2 probability. This aims to simulate a practical
unexpected distraction during the password entry.
• Heavy distraction: when a participant performs the login
task, a secondary task would appear each time asking the
participant to finish a single element entry. Similar to the
above Distraction condition, either a speaking number
task or a head rotation task would be selected as the
secondary task with a 1/2 probability.
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To summarize, we have 6 test conditions in each test group
through combining both time conditions and distraction levels:
normal condition with no distraction, normal condition with
distraction, normal condition with heavy distraction, timed
condition with no distraction, timed condition with distraction,
and timed condition with heavy distraction. For simplicity,
in the rest of this paper, we denote the normal condition
with no distraction and the timed condition with no distrac-
tion as normal condition and timed condition, respectively.
Further, to minimize the learning effect, each test group
would encounter these tests randomly. In this work, we have
the following eight focused questions for investigation in
the experiments. The questions investigate how the different
conditions and distractions impact the performance of the
proposed schemes. Since the conditions and distractions in the
experiments are chosen to simulate users’ usage in real-world
scenarios, the answers to the questions help understand the
usability and practicability of the proposed schemes.
• Q1: Compared to normal condition, is the login time
significantly shorter under timed condition?
• Q2: Compared to normal condition, is the login accuracy
significantly lower under timed condition?
• Q3: Compared to normal condition, is the login time
significantly longer if distraction is present?
• Q4: Compared to normal condition, is the login accuracy
significantly lower if distraction is present?
• Q5: Compared to normal condition, is the login time
significantly longer if heavy distraction is present?
• Q6: Compared to normal condition, is the login accuracy
significantly lower if heavy distraction is present?
• Q7: Compared to normal condition with (heavy) distrac-
tion, is the login time significantly shorter under timed
condition with (heavy) distraction?
• Q8: Compared to normal condition with (heavy) distrac-
tion, is the login accuracy significantly lower if timed
condition with (heavy) distraction is present?
C. Experimental Results
In this work, we employ two important metrics to evaluate
the scheme performance: average login time and login success
rate. The former is used to evaluate the speed of a login
process while the latter is used to evaluate the accuracy of
login attempts. We further apply statistical analysis to measure
the significance of our experimental results. In particular,
we run an omnibus test [43] across the test conditions for
each designed scheme, and used Kruskal-Wallis test [44] to
investigate the significant differences as compared to other test
conditions.
1) Learning Curve: In our schemes, we use simple and
intuitive operations to reduce the difficulty level of learn-
ing [45]. To evaluate the performance, Figure 6 compares the
participants’ performance under the normal condition where
the 6 tests may appear at different positions in each test
group. It is found that participants spent more login time
for the tests appearing at the first position than the other
positions; however, the results are not significantly different,
i.e., it is 2.2 seconds, 1.1 seconds, and 1 second for gTapper,
Fig. 6. Learning curves for gTapper, gRotator, and gTalker.
gRotator, and gTalker, respectively. In addition, it is found
that changing the test positions would not significantly affect
the login success rates among different schemes, in which
the rate ranged mainly between 93.1% and 100%. On the
whole, the results are not significantly changed with different
test positions. There are two possible reasons: 1) our training
processes are effective by providing each participant with a
detailed tutorial in an interactive step-by-step manner; and
2) our designed schemes are easy to learn due to their simple
and intuitive operations.
2) Performance Under Normal Condition: As participants
only need to complete the login tasks without any time
pressure or secondary tasks, we use the test results under
normal condition as the baseline in our experiments.
Figure 7(a) shows the average time for a successful login
under normal condition for each scheme. It is seen that the
average login time for gTapper is 11.2 seconds, which was
generally shorter than the other two schemes with 15.6 sec-
onds and 21.8 seconds for gRotator and gTalker, respectively.
To investigate the differences in login time, Figure 7(b) shows
the distribution of single element entry time for each scheme.
Similarly, gTapper only required 1.63 seconds regarding the
single element entry, which is much shorter than gRotator and
gTalker each with 2.20 seconds and 3.05 seconds. Regarding
the login success rate, gTapper, gRotator, and gTalker can
reach a rate of 98.3%, 98.2%, and 98.2% under the normal
condition, respectively. These results indicate that participants
can make a tap task shorter than rotating head or speaking a
number on Google Glass.
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Fig. 7. Average login time and single element entry time.
Fig. 8. Impact of time pressure.
3) Impact of Time Pressure: Figure 8 presents partici-
pants’ performance under time pressure without distractions.
Generally, participants were found to enter passwords faster
Fig. 9. Distribution of single element entry time under time pressure.
TABLE I
SIGNIFICANCE TEST ON AVERAGE LOGIN TIME IN GTAPPER
TABLE II
SIGNIFICANCE TEST ON AVERAGE LOGIN TIME IN GROTATOR
TABLE III
SIGNIFICANCE TEST ON AVERAGE LOGIN TIME IN GTALKER
under time pressure that under normal condition, i.e., the
average time for a successful login under timed condition for
gTapper, gRotator and gTalker is 9.3 seconds, 14.1 seconds and
20.1 seconds. Similarly, participants can reduce the average
time for a single element entry, i.e., 1.36 seconds for gTapper,
1.98 seconds for gRotator, and 2.84 seconds for gTalker as
shown in Figure 9. Based on the statistical tests, we found
that there is a significant difference in login time, where
p < 0.001 for gTapper and p = 0.024 for gTalker (details can
refer to Table I, Table II, and Table III). Regarding Q1, our
results indicate that participants spend significantly less login
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Fig. 10. Impact of distraction.
time under the timed condition as compared to the normal
condition.
Regarding the average login success rates, Figure 8(b)
shows that participants under timed condition can achieve
96.3% and 94.5% for gTapper and gRotator, respectively,
which are slightly lower than the normal condition. By con-
trast, participants achieve a rate of 98.8% for gTalker under
timed condition, but it is very close to that in a normal
condition. In addition, our statistical tests indicate that the
results on login accuracy under timed condition and normal
condition are not significant, i.e., the participants can still
achieve high login accuracy even under the timed condition.
This is because these tests may not be sufficiently difficult
to distinguish the impacts of test conditions due to ceiling
effect [46]. Regarding Q2, we found that the results on login
accuracy are not significantly different under timed condition
as compared to normal condition.
4) Impact of Distractions: Figure 10 shows the impact of
distractions for average time login and average login success
rate. It is observed that by raising the distraction level from
no distraction to heavy distraction, participants should spend
longer time on the login process, as well as the average time
of single element entry. The statistical results on the impact
of distractions can refer to Table I, II, and III for all three
schemes (i.e., p < 0.001 for gTapper in both distraction level
and heavy distraction level, p < 0.001 for gTapper in both
distraction level and heavy distraction level, p < 0.001 for
gRotator in both distraction level and heavy distraction level,
and p = 0.018 and p < 0.001 for gTapper in distraction level
and heavy distraction level, respectively). Thus, for Q3 and
Fig. 11. Distribution of single element entry time under distraction.
Fig. 12. Distribution of time for the secondary tasks
Q5, we found the login time to be significantly longer with
distraction as compared to a normal condition.
Figure 10(b) then shows that the average login success rates
for gTapper, gRotator and gTalker were ranged between 97.6%
and 98.8%, between 95.1% and 98.2%, and between 97% and
98.2%. Our statistical results also indicate no significant differ-
ence in the average login success rates at different distraction
levels for all the three test groups; that is, participants can
achieve high login accuracy even with distractions. Regarding
Q4 and Q6, it is found that participants can reach good login
accuracy even if under distraction or heavy distraction as
compared to a normal condition.
Figure 12 presents the time distribution participants spent
on secondary tasks. It is observed that participants have to
take longer time for speaking number tasks than rotating head
tasks, i.e., the average time of speaking numbers and rotating
head is 4.6 seconds and 0.7 second, respectively. However,
participants can achieve an average success rate of 92% and
100% for speaking number tasks and rotating head tasks,
respectively. These results show that the secondary tasks could
work effectively to distract participants during the password
entry.
5) Impact of Combined Conditions: We examine the
scheme performance under the combined conditions, which
can involve both time pressure and distractions simultaneously.
Compared to the tests without time pressure, the average login
time under combined conditions decreases by 2.7 seconds
on average. Our statistical results show that the difference
in the average login time is significant in most cases (i.e.,
p < 0.001 for gTapper in both distraction level and heavy
distraction level, p = 0.002 for gRotator in distraction level,
and p = 0.022 for gTalker in heavy distraction level).
However, the difference in the average login success rates
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Fig. 13. Average number of “Show Password” used during the tests in normal
condition encountered at different test positions
is not significant. Therefore, regarding Q7, we found that
the login time is significantly shorter under timed condition
with (heavy) distraction, whereas regarding Q8, we found
that the login accuracy is not significantly lower under timed
condition with (heavy) distraction compared to normal condi-
tion with (heavy) distraction. It is worth noting that the time
pressure can speed up the password entry process without
greatly affect the login accuracy.
6) Memory Interference: As mentioned earlier, we generate
a random password for each participant to test each scheme.
All participants are allowed to use a “Show Password” func-
tion by swiping up with one finger on the touch-pad, if they
forget the assigned passwords. Figure 13 shows the average
number of “Show Password” triggered by the participants
under normal condition. Note that each test requires a par-
ticipant to complete three login attempts. Our experimental
results show that no “Show Password” was used by the
participants during the test of gTapper. For gRotator and
gTalker, participants used the “Show Password” more often in
the tests appearing at first position than other positions. This is
because participants may gradually get more familiar with the
assigned password. For the tests appearing at the last position,
the average number of using “Show Password” decreases to
only 0.1 times for gRotator and 0 times for gTalker. Our results
indicate that our schemes do not incur significant interference
on password recall.
7) Users’ Perception: In this study, we collect users’ per-
ception and feedback through online questionnaires. As shown
in Figure 14, most participants found that our schemes are
easy to learn and could be more secure than the existing
password entry methods used on Google Glass. In particular,
gTapper is the most popular among the three schemes, i.e., all
of the participants are willing to use gTapper, while 56.1% and
58.5% of participants are willing to use gRotator and gTalker,
respectively.
8) Comparison With Existing Password Entry Method on
Smart Glasses in Practice: In this part, we compare our
password entry schemes with the existing real-world password
entry methods available on commodity smart glasses, such
as Google Glass and HoloLens. Most current password entry
methods require users to input their passwords in plain-
text via a standard keyboard on PCs or a touch screen on
mobile phones, which are connected to their smart glasses,
Fig. 14. Perception of participants.
as explained in Section III-B. It is worth emphasizing that our
schemes aim to preserve the benefits of traditional password
entry schemes on smart glasses, and further improve their
security and practicability.
Table IV shows a scheme comparison based on
the security-deployability-usability metrics given by
Bonneau et al. [32]. In particular, the metrics related
to security focus on anti-eavesdropping of password,
which correspond to the rows from “Resilient-to-Physical-
Observation” to “Unlinkable”. The metrics of deployability
highlight the practicability of password entry schemes,
which correspond to the rows from “Accessible” to “Non-
Proprietary”. The metrics of usability pay attention to
the usability costs, which correspond to the rows from
“Nothing-to-Carry” to “Easy-Recovery-from-Loss”.
The comparison indicates that our designed schemes are
able to improve the security level by offering the bene-
fits of Resilient-to-Physical-Observation, No-Trusted-Third-
Party and partial benefit of Resilient-to-Internal-Observation,
because our schemes are secure against external eavesdrop-
ping attacks and unprivileged internal eavesdropping attacks
without relying on any trusted third party. For deployability,
our schemes can provide the benefit of Negligible-Cost-per-
User, as they use common built-in hardware on smart glasses
only, whereas the other methods need additional PCs or
mobile phones to connect with smart glasses. For usability, our
schemes can preserve most benefits of existing entry methods,
and provide the benefit of Nothing-to-Carry, which is only
partially offered by most other methods.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Security and Usability by Extending Password
Alphabet and Length
Our current schemes adopt a 6-digit password, while we
can raise the security level of the schemes by using a longer
password and a richer password for certain scenarios with
higher security requirements, such as online banking.
On one hand, applying a longer password is a direct way
to raise the security level as additional rounds of password
element entry associated with more hidden random keypads
are involved (refer to Section IV-B). However, simply enlarg-
ing password length may introduce higher time cost of user
authentication process and more memory efforts by users [9],
which could eventually affect the usability of the schemes.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to achieve higher secu-
rity level by enlarging a password space with a richer password
alphabet [24]. For a richer password alphabet, our schemes
can be easily adjusted. For example, by given a password
alphabet with 36 elements, including digits 0 to 9 and letters
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED SCHEMES AND THE EXISTING PASSWORD ENTRY METHOD ON SMART GLASSES USING
SECURITY-DEPLOYABILITY-USABILITY METRICS [32] WHERE  INDICATES THE BENEFIT
IS OFFERED,  INDICATES THE BENEFIT IS PARTIALLY OFFERED, WHILE Blank
CELL INDICATES THE BENEFIT IS NOT OFFERED
a to z, gTapper’s screen can be adjusted to accommodate
36 grids for the password alphabet. By displaying more grids,
it is necessary to accelerate focus cursor moving by allowing
long-distance shifts. For gRotator, we can modify the screen
layout to 18 elements, so that a user may select an element by
rotating his/her head to a correct position among 18 positions.
For gTalker, both original keypad and transformed keypad
can be adjusted to include all 36 elements in the password
alphabet. To enter an element on the original keypad, a user has
to speak out the corresponding letter or digital number on the
transformed keypad (see the implementation details of gTalker
in Section IV-E). The richer password alphabet could introduce
more elements to be displayed and chosen by users and result
in usability cost during user operations, but the usability of our
schemes can be further mitigated and optimized by making
clever tradeoffs between password alphabet and password
strength, i.e., a richer password alphabet only requires a shorter
password length to achieve the same password strength. Due
to the complexity, we leave it as one of our further directions.
B. Limitations
Ecological validity. This is an open challenge to most
research in this area [6], [8], [29]. Our participants were
mainly from universities who may be usually more active to
use smart wearable products such as smart glasses. There is
always a need to consider other population and include even
larger sample size.
Password alphabet. How to include full password alphabet
is a challenge, including digits, case sensitive letters and
symbols. Due to the compact design of NED screen on smart
glasses, it is very difficult to display too many characters on
such small screen at the same time. One potential solution
is to use multiple screens; however, users may need to fre-
quently change among multiple screens in order to identify
their password elements. This may harm the usability of the
password entry schemes. Fortunately, emerging techniques like
augmented reality and virtual reality could allow users to
access on screens with wider views and more user-friendly
interactions. For example, eye-gaze based interaction may be
available for users to input passwords on future smart glasses,
based on the eye gaze and movements [47]. With the eye-gaze
based interaction, a user may quickly identify and select target
elements on the NED screen.
Speech recognition. This is a necessary functionality for
gTalker, and its performance is mainly decided by the accuracy
and the time consumption for recognizing a number said by
a user. This is similar to most systems that employ speech
recognition [39]. Compared to traditional typing based input,
speech recognition-based input does not have any advantages
in accuracy or speed if the input is not a sentence but a
single character like password element [48]. This is because
saying a word is usually slower than a single tap. As our
implementation adopts a general speech recognition function
provided by Google’s Android API, the input of our schemes
only involves 10 single-digit numbers. To solve this issue, our
implementation includes all homophones for the 10 single-
digit numbers, and can improve the recognition rate to 93%
in the study. In future, it is an interesting topic to investigate
how to train a speech recognition model to achieve even higher
accuracy and shorter login time.
Head movement estimation. How to accurately estimate
head movements in gRotator using inertial sensors is still
a challenge on smart glasses. The main factors include the
cumulative errors of dead-reckoning based estimation algo-
rithms and the accuracy of inertial sensors. All dead-reckoning
based algorithms are subject to cumulative errors, because
they estimate a current position based on a pre-determined
position [34]. The accuracy of inertial sensors on existing
smart glasses is still not high. Fortunately, the accuracy of
inertial sensors would improve fast with better hardware. This
trend will lead to better performance of gRotator.
VII. CONCLUSION
At present, most existing anti-eavesdropping password entry
schemes on smart glasses are heavily depending on additional
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PCs or mobile devices connected to smart glasses, while the
required devices may not be always available in a real scenario,
e.g., public areas and outdoors. This requires users to switch
between different systems and devices, which may cause inter-
rupted experience and significantly degrade the practicability
and usability of smart glasses. In this paper, we focus on
this challenge and propose three anti-eavesdropping password
entry schemes for smart glasses: named gTapper, gRotator
and gTalker. These schemes can protect the password entry
by breaking the correlation between the underlying password
and the interaction observable to adversaries. In addition, our
schemes do not need extra hardware beyond what is commonly
available on existing smart glasses. To evaluate the scheme
performance, we conducted an IRB-approved users study with
57 participants, and found that our designed schemes are easy
to use in various real-world scenarios.
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